
UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of

CERTAIN MAGNETIC DATA Inv_ N0_33731"A_1012
STORAGE TAPES AND CARTRIDGES
CONTAINING THE SAME

Order N0. 21

On November 28, 2016, complainants Fujifilm Corporation and Pujifilm Recording

Media U.S.A., Inc. (collectively, “Fujifilm”) filed a motion to strike the Sony respondents”

“untimely supplemental responses” to Fujifi1m’s invalidity contention interrogatories. See

Motion Docket No. 1012-019. The motion also sought to strike portions of Sony’s expert reports

relating to the supplemental responses and to preclude Sony from relying on related documents

that Sony produced late during discovery. Id. Sony opposed the motion, and the Commission

Investigative Staff (“Staff”) supported the motion in part.

I. BACKGROUND ’

On May 27, 2016, Fujifilm filed a complaint alleging, inter alia, that Sony’s LTO

Ultrium 7 Data Cartridges and LTO-7 Library Packs infringe Fujifi1m’s patents. See Compl.,

111]6.1-6.2. '

The Commission instituted this investigation in June 2016, and the administrative law

judge issued the procedural schedule, Order No. 7, in August 2016. Under the procedural

schedule, respondents were to file a notice of prior art by October 6,2016, and the parties were

to respond to contention interrogatories on which that party bears the burden of proof by October

1The “Sony” respondents are Sony Corporation, Sony Corporation of America, and Sony
Electronics Inc.



13. Fact discovery closed on November 4, initial expert reports were due November 14, rebuttal

expert reports were due December 2, and expert discovery closed on December 16. See Order

No. 7. '

During discovery, Fujifilm served contention interrogatories pertaining to Sony’s if

invalidity theories. See, e.g., Mot, Ex. A (lnterrogs. 66-71 (served July 5, 2016)).

On September 15, the Staff prudently raised the issue of whether a “timetable for

discovery regarding the measurement and testing” of tapes could avoid a similar dispute

encountered in a prior investigation. Opp’n, Ex. A. The parties then began negotiating a private

agreement, outside of the procedural schedule, relating to testing.2

Sony served its notice of prior art on October 6. The notice of prior art listed numerous

patents, patent applications, publications, and products. In particular, the notice of prior art listed

40 tapes that the parties refer to as “product prior art.” On October 13, Sony provided responses

to Fujifilm’s invalidity contentions. With respect to the product prior art, Sony contended that

“[t]csting will show” that three of the asserted patents are invalid. See Mot., Ex. B1 at 22, B3 at

16, and B5 at 20. Sony’s “testing will show” averments were limited to particular claim

limitations. Id.; see also Staff Resp. at 3 (providing the limitations in a table).

On October 20, the parties reached an agreement by which “experts will be allowed to

comment on or address new information disclosed for the first time in the other side’s rebuttal

reports, including any testing that is disclosed in rebuttal reports.”3 Opp’n, Ex. A.

2In general, the administrative law judge does not endorse private agreements that modify the
procedural schedule. _

3Fujifilm states in its memorandum, “The parties had entered into a separate agreement that they
would exchange testing data in their expert reports.” Mem. at 9 n.8 (emphasis added). It argues,
however, that “[t]his agreement did not affect or dispense with the requirement that parties
provide their respective contentions (invalidity or infringement) by the deadline set forth in the
procedural schedule, which was October 13.” Id.
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On November 1, Sony supplemented its interrogatory responses. See, e.g., Mot., Ex. Fl,

F3, and F5. The supplemental responses included claim charts alleging that “[t]esting by an

independent expert will show that one or more of the Prior Art Products has . . . [an attribute that

satisfies the claim limitation].” Id.4 While Sony’s supplemental responses narrowed Sony’s

allegations to six product-prior-art tapes, the supplemental charts indicated that Sony would rely

on the testing to satisfy multiple (if not all) limitations of multiple asserted claims. Id. On the

same day, Sony sent samples of two product-prior-art tapes to Fujifilm’s counsel.

On November 4, the last day of discovery, Sony produced many documents, at least some

of which related to the prior art products. Sony then served its experts’ reports opining on

invalidity on November l4. The expert reports presented obviousness opinions that relied upon

the product prior art, specifically two of the tapes.

Fujifilm filed the present motion to strike and memorandum in support thereof on

November 28. Fujifilm argues that the administrative law judge should strike Sony’s

supplemental responses to its invalidity contention interrogatories, strike portions of Sony’s

experts’ reports relating to the supplemental responses, and preclude Sony from relying on

documents it produced at the end of fact discovery. Mot. at 1.

II. APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS

Orders ruling on motions to strike in prior investigations have considered compliance

with the procedural schedule, the duty Commission Rule 2l0.27(t) imposes upon a party, a

party’s diligence, and prejudice to the parties. See Certain Universal Serial Bus Portable

Storage Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA-788, Order No. 15 at 3 (Mar. 6, 2Ol2); Certain

4The relevant charts are entitled “Exhibit ld: Claim Chart for U.S. Patent No. 6,641,891 and the
Prior Art Products[,]” “Exhibit 3h: Claim Chart for U.S. Patent No. 6,703,101 and the Prior Art
Products[,]” and “Exhibit 5k: Claim Chart for U.S. Patent No. 8,236,434 and the Prior Art
Products[.]” _
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Semiconductor Cl'llpSwith DRAMCircuitry, and Modules and Products Containing Same, Inv.

No. 337-TA-819, Order. No. l6 at 3-4 (Dec. 6, 2012) (EDIS Doc. No. 499802).

When the parties have entered a private agreement diverging from the procedural

schedule with respect to expert reports, prior orders have focused on the possible prejudice to the

parties. See Certain NANDFlash Memory Devices and Products Containing Same, Inv. N0.

337-TA-533, Order No. 28 (June 5, 2006) (“[T]he Administrative Law Judge has determined to

assess the issue presented by the pending motion in tenns of possible prejudice to the parties”);

see also Certain Recordable Compact Discs and Rewritable Compact Discs, htv. No. 337~TA

474, Order No. 28 at 2 (June 9, 2.003) (denying motion to strike despite delays in performing

testing when granting the motion would eliminate evidence that “may be useful during the

bearing”) and Order No. 30 at 3 (June 10, 2003) (“a more persuasive reason for not strikingthe

Second Supplemental Expert Report lies in the apparent lack of prejudice to Philips”).

III. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION

Fujifilm argues that Sony’s “untimely supplementation unduly prejudices Fujifilm

because there is insufficient time left for Fujifilm to thoroughly test the tapes Sony disclosed.”

Mem. at 10. Fujifilm argues that although “the measurements on the two tapes could potentially

be perfonned in two to three weeks, the preparation and understanding of the samples before

measurements proceed, given Sony’s prior extended use thereof, take considerably more time

than is practicable at this stage of the Investigation.” Id. Further, Fujifilm acknowledges that

“[t]he parties had entered into a separate ‘agreementthat they would exchange testing data in

their expert reports.” Id. at 9 n.8.
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Sony argues that “Fujifilm has not been prejudiced by Sony’s supplementation.” Opp’n

at 10..In particular, Sony notes that “Fujifilm had over a month to test samples from just two

prior art tapes[.]” Id.

Fujifilm did not seek an order compelling Sony to provide more explanatory responses to

the interrogatories at issue (upon receipt of either the Cctober 13 or the November 1 Sony

answers). Furthermore, it has not been shown that Sony produced documents out of time.

Although Sony produced many documents at the end of discovery, and testing evidence with

expelt reports, no request for an extension was made. Indeed, the administrative law judge finds

that Sony’s supplemental contentions have not unduly prejudiced Fujifilm, who agreed to receive

testing data -beyondthe close of fact discovery.

Accordingly, Motion No. 1012-Ol9 is denied.

we
David P. Shaw

' Administrative Law Judge

lssued: December 23, 2016
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